Canadian Police Claim They
Cannot Locate Surveillance
Videos of the 2017 Mosque
Shooting. Really!
Dan Dicks, the owner of the ‘Press for Truth’ YouTube channel,
received a response from the Royal Canadian Mounted Police to
his letter sent in 2017 requesting permission to inspect the
surveillance video from six different cameras that recorded
the January, 2017, mosque shooting in French Quebec. The RCMP
claimed they were unable to “locate records which respond to
your request.” [Dan Dicks explains what this response means.]
-GEG

Cher Discovers Welfare State
Cannot Support Itself Even
Without Open Borders Added to
Its Burden
After President Trump threatened to bus hordes of inbound
migrants into sanctuary cities and the sanctuary state of
California, Cher, the actress and singer who once advocated
welcoming migrants into their homes, has changed her mind. She
tweeted, “I Understand Helping struggling immigrants, But MY
CITY (Los Angeles) ISNT TAKING CARE OF ITS OWN. WHAT ABOUT THE
50,000+ Citizens WHO LIVE ON THE STREETS. PPL WHO LIVE BELOW
THE POVERTY LINE,&HUNGRY? If My State Can’t Take Care of Its
Own (Many Are VETS) How Can it Take Care of More?” President
Trump Tweeted back: “I finally agree with Cher.”

If you had “Cher discovers the paradox of open borders and the
welfare state” on your 2019 bingo card, please collect your
earnings.
Cher, welcome to the deplorables. President Trump thanks you.

While Trump and I may sound glib here, it’s honestly worth
unpacking this revelation. Cher unwittingly stumbled onto the
most
existential question the Democratic Party must answer: Do they
want open
borders or a welfare state? Because you can’t have both.

In theory, I’m about as much as a Rothbardian dove on
immigration as you can imagine. I’m every coastal strawman

that Ann
Coulter has ever fought with, but in earnest. I love cheap
labor. I love
cheap stuff. I love maximizing the efficiency of the labor
market and
enabling everyone to take advantage of their comparative
advantages. In a
theoretical universe, the only immigration restrictions I
would want
for people seeking work visas would be related to national
security
concerns and rates of cultural assimilation.

But we have a massive welfare state, and one that’s deeply
susceptible to being taken advantage of by people, including
legal and
illegal immigrants, who do not pay taxes.

In 2015, the Census Bureau found
that 51% of legal and illegal immigrant households use
Medicaid, cash
programs including Supplemental Security Income and Temporary
Assistance
for Needy Families, food programs, and housing programs. In
2018, they discovered
that figure increased to 58% and actually soars to a whopping
63% if
also accounting for earned income tax credits as a welfare
source. An
astounding 70% of immigrants here for a decade or longer are
on at least
one form of welfare. All of this ignores the access people who
don’t
pay taxes have to emergency room services, Title X facilities,
and every

other public good, from roads to parks, that taxpayers fund
unconditionally.

Cher, probably without knowing it, focused on the single
group of people hurt the most unfairly by open borders:
veterans. In Los
Angeles, veterans — the single group of people the nation’s
entered a
moral and legal contract with to ensure welfare for — comprise
nearly 4,000 of the city’s homeless population.

While the city’s resources ought to go to getting those who
put their lives on the line for the nation out of the
hepatitis-ridden
streets of Skid Row, instead Los Angeles shells out over $1
billion annually to illegal immigrants.

Read full article here…

Paris:

Was

the

Notre

Dame

Cathedral Fire an Accident?
Paris: Notre Dame church, a Gothic masterpiece, suffered a
catastrophic fire that destroyed 800-year old timber beams,
artwork, the rose windows, the 8,000-pipe organ, relics, and
other priceless artifacts. Construction of the cathedral began
in 1163 under the authority of Pope Alexander III and the
foundation building was completed in 1260, nearly 100 years
later. The church survived for eight centuries, even during
such violent events as the French Revolution, religious
warfare, and both World Wars. Stefan Molyneux questions the
official story that the fire was accidental and presents
reasons for suspecting it is part of the series of recent
attacks against Catholic churches that have been blamed on
ISIS. There were a dozen incidents of arson or serious
vandalism against churches in just one week last month,
including a fire at Saint-Sulpice, France’s second largest
church. There has been a 25% increase in attacks on Catholic
churches in the first two months of the year compared with the
same time last year.

Additional sources…

https://www.express.co.uk/news/world/1102958/christian-persecu
tion-france-catholic-church-christianity-religion-edouardphillipe-isis

https://www.charismanews.com/opinion/75975-the-internet-erupts
-with-speculation-about-who-started-the-notre-dame-cathedralfire

Devastating Fire at Notre Dame Cathedral in Paris Was ‘Likely

Accidental’

Some Schools Are Offering
Free Education in Return for
A Share of Student’s Income
In response to the current $1.6 trillion in US student debt,
some schools are offering students a chance to pay for their
education, not by tuition loans, but by a contracts to share a
portion of their first two-years of income. Purdue University,
for example, sidesteps student loans by offering student
income-sharing agreements that turn students into equity
investments instead of debt assets. It seems to be working
well. -GEG

Step side student loans: the Lambda School is the first school
to equitize human labor as a business model.

Based in California, the school teaches information technology
skills online and charges zero tuition, according to
Bloomberg. In fact, it even offers select students a stipend
as they attend. The school’s website describes it as a school
that “trains people online to be software engineers at no up-

front cost.”

But as always, there is a catch: what The Lambda
School does ask for, is for students to pay back 17% of their
income from the first two years of working, if their earnings
exceed $50,000 per year. The school caps a student’s maximum
payment at $30,000 and those who don’t earn $50,000 per year
aren’t required to pay anything. Students also have the option
of a “traditional” schooling arrangement where they pay
$20,000 upfront and get to keep their future income (after the
government takes its cut, of course).

As of now, there are about 1300 students enrolled and,
confirming the
company has investors’ seal of approval, it has already raised
nearly
$50 million. More importantly, its job placement record has
been
impressive so far, with 86% of its graduates getting jobs
within
180 days of finishing their program. And the piece de
resistance: the
median starting salary is a whopping $60,000.

The “free market” style benefits of equitizing labor are
obvious: it
gives the school incentive to invest in the future of its
students. The
school has an incentive to train and place students where they
will earn
the most return on investment for the school. Additionally,
students
who receive stipends can use them for further investments in
training,

which can be valuable for hard-working students from lower
income
backgrounds. It’s simple: higher earners pay back more and
lower earners pay back less.

Already the idea is being considered for broader adoption amid
traditional universities. The model would include free or
reduced
tuition – similar to what Purdue is now offering – in exchange
for a
share of students’ future income. A second model
would allow graduates
to use a similar arrangement to pay back their federal student
loans.

Read full article here…

Additional source:

https://www.zerohedge.com/news/2019-04-11/wall-street-now-buyi
ng-college-students-stocks

Taxes in the US Must Be
Doubled to Pay for ‘Medicare
for All,’ aka the SinglePayer Program, Promoted by
the Left
Presidential candidates on the left are campaigning for
‘Medicare for all,’ which is single-payer government
subsidized healthcare, that has a price tag of $32.6 trillion
over 10 years. Seth Denson, a healthcare expert, says that the
US takes in $3.6 trillion in taxes per year and would need to
double taxes in order to pay for Bernie Sanders’ single-payer
healthcare. State-funded healthcare would eliminate insurance
and about three million jobs in the insurance industry and
related businesses. Polls show that 71% of Americans favor the
single-payer modal when they are told that it guarantees
insurance for all, but support drops to only 37% when people
are told that the single-payer model will increase taxes.

